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Abstract. The relationship between alternative underlying semantics for temporal ogics is studied. 
A numher of constraints on the allowable sets of computation paths can be built into a logic to 
try to ensure that the abstract computation path semantics of a concurrent program accurately 
reflects essential aspects of ‘rea!’ concurrent programs. Three such constraints are suffix closure 
(Lamport, 1980), fusion closure (Pratt, 1979) and limit closure (Abrahamson. 1980). Another 
common constraint is that the set of paths be R-generable, i.e., generated by some binary relation 
(Manna and Pnueli, 1979). We show that each of the first three constraints is independent of 
the others, and their conjunction is precisely equivalent to the fourth consrraint. 
1. Introduction 
A number of temporal logics have been proposed in which the underlying 
semantics of a concurrent program is expressed in terms of a set -of computation 
paths. Various constraints on the allowable sets of computation paths can be built 
into a logic in an effort to ensure that the abstract computation path semantics 
accurately reflects essential properties of .real concurrent programs. Three common 
constraints are the following. 
( 11 Sufis closure-etzry suffix of a path is itself a path (see [6]). 
(2) Fusion closure --I computation may follow a path 7~ until a state s is reached, 
and then follow some suffix of a path 7~2 starting at an occurrence in 7p2 of s (see [lo]). 
(3) Limit closwe -if a path can be followed for an arbitrarily long but finite 
length of time, it can be followed for an infinite length of time (see [l]). 
The first two constraints attempt to capture the idea that how a computation 
proceeds in the future only depends on its current state. The third constraint 
specifies a sort of continuity property: The existence of all finite prefixes of a path 
ensures that the whole ‘limit’ path is itsell :I legitimate computation. An additional 
constraint is the fo’rlowing. 
(4) R-gonerable -the set of paths can be generated by some binary relation R 
[see [7]). 
A set of paths satisfying this constraint i( .) ilaturally representable as a computation 
tree and corresponds to computations ol: parallel programs executed under pure 
non-deterministic scheduling. 
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In this paper we investigate the relationship between these four constraints. One 
key finding is that constraint (4) is precisely equivalent to the conjunction constraint 
(1) and constraint (2) and constraint (3). Furthermore, each of constraints (l)-(3) 
is independent of the others. Our results may be conveniently summarized in the 
Venn diagram of Fig. 1 where all regions shown are nonempty. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives preliminary definitions and 
terminology. The technical results are proved in Section 3. Their implications and 
significance are discussed in the concludirg Section 4. 
2. Preliminary terminology 
N’e shall be concerned with temporal logics interpreted over structures of the 
faxm 6, /I, Y) whcrc 
- S is a finite or countably infinite set of states, 
- [I is a set of computation paths intended to provide the meaning of a program, 
- J is a labelling of each state with the atomic propositions true in the state. 
FW simplicity, wt’ assume that all programs are norlterminating. Thus, a path is an 
infinite sequence of execution states, and II, intuitively, reprcscnts all possible 
CxCcutions of a program, starting in any possible state (cf. [t;],. 
In defining such a system of temporal logic, one usually specifies a class of state 
formulae and a class of path formulae. A state formulae is true or false of states, 
;ind a path formulae is true or false of paths. The meaning of a formula is then 
+cn tq the turnstile relation (t7 A It provides a method for evaluating the truth 
L alue of :t formula in a structure rat a given stattl or path, as appropriate’ ;nductivelq 
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in terms of the truth values of its subformulae. We write M, s /=f (M, 7&f) to 
indicate that “formulaf holds true in structure M at state s (of path IT, respectively)“. 
Typical path formulae include the temporal operators Gp (“always p”), Fp (“some- 
times p”) and Xp (“nexttime p”) where, e.g., if path n = (~0, ~1, ~2, . . .) E I7 we 
formally define 
M,+Fp iff for some i>O M,Si+p. 
State formulae include the atomic propositions and such operators as Ap (“for 
every path p”) and Ep (“for some path p”) where, e.g., we define 
M, s II- Ap iff for every path IT E 27 starting at s M, T Itp. 
We can then form composite temporal operators such as ‘4F’ (-‘for every path, 
there exists a state along the path where p holds”). 
However, beyond these basic icleas, we are not concerned with details of syntax 
and meaning for the particular temporal operators of a logic (cf. [2,3,4]). Rather, 
we are interested in the underlying semantics built into the set of paths fl. As 
explained in Section 1 there are various constraints one might wish to impose upon 
Z7 so that the program it represents has a sensible ‘meaning’. We need t’le following 
additional terminology: 
S” = {(S(), SJ, Szq l m m): Vi 2 0 Si E S} 
denotes the set of infinite sequences over S. A member (so, s ], ~2, . . .I of S” is called 
a path and S’” is the set of all possible paths over S. We use rrl, ~2, ~3, . . . etc. to 
denote individual paths. S* denotes the set offinite sequences over S. S* = S ’ u {A ] 
where A is the empty sequence and 
S + = {ih. .sl. . . . ,‘k): 3k ~0 Fisk SiES} 
is the set of all finite nonempty sequences over S. The members of S* are prefixes 
of paths. We use pl, p2, P_~, . . . etc. to denote prefixes. In general, if T = (so, ~1, ~2, . . J 
is c3 path, then, for any k 3 0, (so, . . . , sk ) is a prefix of TT and Lsk, .sk + 1, .sk +z. . . .I is 
a .wfis of TT. (A is a prefix of any path 7r.1 
If p = (So, s1, . . * , sk )E S* and IT = CS,‘,, si, si, . . .k S”‘, WC write pn to indicate the 
path (s,,, .sl, a . . , sk, s,‘), s;, s;, . . .A 
We let 17 E S’” denote an arbitrary nonempty set of paths. We also let R or S X S 
denote an arbitrary nonempty binary relation on S. 
We can JVJW formally define the constraints on fl as below: 
( 1 1 II is s~fix closed provided 
(so, Sl, s:, . . .) E I7 implies (sl, .F’, :3, . . .) e LT. 
(2) il is fitsiot~ closed provided 
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(3) I7 is limit closed provided 
t 
implies pIp2p3 l - ad7 
where each p1 E St and each T, E S“. 
(4) 17 is R-generable provided 
there exists a relation R E S x S such that 
(5.0, SI, sz, . . ,) E I7 iff Vi ‘, 0 (si, si + 1) E R. 
We define two operators P.^- THS : 2'*' + 2""' and REI_N : 2’” + 2” xs as follows: 
(a) Given a binary relation R, 
Remark 2.1. ta) ilf 17 is suffix closed and (s,~, .sl, s?, . . .K II, then for all k ~(0 the 
. 
symmetry) it follows that 
Remark 2.2. If R is rotd &A. b’.j E S 3 E S (s, t I E R 1, then 11i\ I t Isi R 1 + 0. If R 
is not total, then it is possible that PATHS[R] 10. For example, if R = {(a, b j}, 
then PATHS[R] = 0. Since we are only interested in nonempty sets of paths, 
throughout the remainder of the paper we assume that R is noncmpty and total. 
3. Technical results 
Proof. 13~ hypothesis, 
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(i) Choose an arbitrary (so, s l, s2, . . .)d7. By definition of PATIIS[R],(S~~,S~)E 
~,(S,rS2)ER,(Sz,S3)ER,. . . . This trivially implies (sl, s2) E R, (~2, s3) E R, (s3, s4) E 
R,... and that (sl, s2, s3, . . .) E PATHS[R] = l7. 
(ii) Choose arbitrary p gq, p2s?r2 E 17 = PATHS[R]. Now, we can write pl = 
00, Sl, ’ l ’ 9 Sk 1) and s =sk. By definition of PATHS[R], (so, sl) E R, (s 1, s2j E 
R,... (Sk 1, Sk) E R. By rep.eated application of (i), s7r2 E PATH$R]. If we write 
722 = (Sk, l, Sk +2, Sk +J, . . .), it follows that (S kq S k+dER, tsk+l, Sk +z)ER, &+2, S/c td’5 
R,.... Hence, (so, s l, s2, . . .) = plsn2 E PATHS[R]. Similarly, p2s7rl E PATHS[R]. 
(iii) Choose arbitrary rl, ~2, 7r3,. . . E Z7 such that r1 = pl& 7~~ =pIp7&, n3 = 
PlP2P3dr ’ l ’ where each p, ES* and each rr: E SW. Let n, =p1p2c)3 . 0 - = 
h, Sl, s2, l l .). We want to show that 7~” E Z7 = PATHS[R]. It suffices to show that 
each consecutive pair of states (si, Si + 1) E R. We observe that, for each i > 0, there 
exists a j > 0 such that vj is of the form (. . . , si, sI + 1, . I Since nj E n - PATHS[R 1, 
it follows that (s,, sj + l) E R. Ll 
Lemma 3.2. For a11 sets of paths 17, I7 c PATHS[REI.N[IT]]. 
Proof. Choose an arbitrary (so, sl, ~2, . . .I E l7. It suffices to show that, for all i 3 0, 
(s,, si+ 1) E REI.N[~]. But ?his is immediate by definition of REI.N[~]. E 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the :;et of paths lI satisfies the following three c1m11se coud - 
itiotts : 
(i) sr@is closiirt~, 
(ii ) fitsioll closure. 
( iii) limit closwe. 
Tlte~l there mists a relation R such that Ii’ = PA rw[R]. 
Proof. Let R = RH.N[Z~]. We wish to show Z7 = PATHS[R]= PATHS[REXN[~]]. 
I7 5 PXITIS~REI.N[I~]]: This follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. 
PATH~[R~-I.N[,K?]] c /7: Choose an arbitrary (so, sl, s2, . . .) E PATHS[REI.N[~]]. For 
each i 2 0, by definition of PATHS, (sl, si + l) E REXN[~~]. By definition of RELN there 
is a path in /7 of the form pisisl el~, where p, E S* and 7ri E S’“. Since Z7 is suffix 
closed, s,s, . 1 r, E 17. In other words, sos 1 T I E fI, s ]s ‘r2 E l7, s2s3r3 E II, . . . . We now 
use the fact that n is fusion closed. Fuse so.sl~l and slsz~? on s1 to conclude that 
sos Is2~2 E n. Fuse sos Is27;r2 and .s2sJrJ on s2 to conclude sosIszs~~~ E Z7. In general, 
wc can fuse on sk to j:onclude that s,, - - - .QIT~ E I7. This process can indefinitely be 
repeated and it follows that .s~~s~TT~ E n, so.sls2~2 E /7, .s~,sls~s~~~ E H, . . . . Since n 
is limit closed, strsIsL! . - - = (so, sl, s2, . . .) E 17. 
We conclude that n = I~ATHS[RFI.N[I-[]] = PATHS[R] as desired. a 
Together, Theorems 3. I and 3.3 establish a key result. 
Theorem 3.4. ,4 set of paths 17 is R-generaHe iff it is 
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( i) scffix cZostvi, 
(ii) fusion closed, and 
(iii) limit closed. 
Theorem 3.5. Each of’ the constrairm (i), (ii) and (iii) abooe is independent of the 
other two. 
Proof. This amounts to showing that each region of the Venn diagram in Fig. 1 is 
nonempty as established by the claims below. The letters a, 6, . . . , g denote distinct 
states. For each region we exhibit ;? path set I7 that belongs in the region. To 
simplify the notation we use extended regular expressions to represent sets of paths: 
e.g., CI ‘h” denotes the set of paths 
{(a, 0, b, b, . . .j, ((1, CI, b, h, b, . . J, m, (1, Cl, h, h, I?, . . .I, . . .}, 
and ~I%” denotes the set of paths 
{(b. c, c: C’. . . .), (a, h, c, c, c, . * .), ((I, (7, h, c, c, c, . * .I, . . .). 
Finally, recall that F denotes tke class of fusion closed path sets, L the class of limit 
closed path sets, and S the class of suffix closed path sets. The proof of the theorem 
continues by proving a number of claims. 
(‘iaim. ,c ‘--, F -\ [ ;LL (1. 
t 
I 
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f7 is fusion closed: Fusion must be performed on either a orb. First, suppose we fuse 
on u. Let 7r1 =ak1aa’lbWand?r2= a k2aa ‘2b”. Then the fusion a klaa 12b“’ E L! by virtue 
t 
of a +b”. Now suppose we fuse on b. Let VI= aklbilbb” and 7~2 = a k2bf2bbW. Then the 
k fusion a klb’lbw e I7 trivially. 
I7 is not limit closed: While each of ah’“, a %“‘, n s’b”‘, . . . E 77 by virtue of 
n + b (‘), (1(‘) & n. n 
Claim. SnFnL #fl. 
Proof. Let I7 = (ah’“). 
,, 1T is not suffix closed: While cN’ E 77, the suffix /I”‘& 77. 
I7 is fusion product closed: Since 77 contains only one path, this follows imme- 
diately. 
Il is 
Claim. 
Proof. 
I7 is 
limit closed: Since n contains only one path, this follows immediately. !? 
S4~tM. 
Let l7 = {‘&.“‘, I$‘, 6”. ‘lhi~“‘, !V”‘. Y”‘, f‘“g”‘}. 
suffix closed: This may be verified by inspection. 
7I is not fusion closed: While abc”’ E n and dbf” E I7, abc”‘& n. 
/I is not limit closed: While /$“. f“,(‘, f.‘(. . . . E II by virtue of,/‘*,(“, /““,G II. 3 
Proof. Lst If = (abc”‘, ix”‘. c’*, db/‘, be”‘, u”‘}. 
II is suffix closed: This may be verified by inspection. 
77 is not fusion closed: While crbc”’ E l7 and db&” E [I, L7btJW&r/1. 
!7 is limit closed: Assume that rr; =plnl, n$ = P1P2T2, r\ =/)1p1p3n3, * ’ * E Lt. 
Since there are only a finite number of distinct infinite paths art 77, it must be that 
some particular path ;rr()~ 77 appears infinitely often in the sequence r;, ni, ?r.\, . . . 
Thus, n,, and the limit path IT = p Ip2p3 . - - match o,~ arbitrarily long prefixes. It 
follows that z - ;r() E Il. Y 
Claim. S 9 F n L f 0. 
Proof. Let lI = ((Iv?“‘} 
77 is suffix closed: If r E 7, then 7~ is of the form t#“. If i - 0, then 7 = h“’ and 
the sutfix of TT (b’“k Ii’. If i >I), then the M-FIX of 7~ (LI’ ‘b”‘M7 by definition of 
(I V’Y 
17 is fusion closed: We must fuse on either CI or b. If rl = &db” and 
r2 = (1 k ‘&l(J “Er &) then the fusion &aa’-‘b” E [I as desired. If r1 = aklbllbbW and 
7~ = n k2b’2bbC*, then the fusion ~7 klb’lbbl* E ZI immediately. 
J7 is not limit closed: While each of ab’“, a’b”‘, a3bw, . . . E 17, the limit a”‘.k l’7. rz] 
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Claim. SnFnL +@ 
Proof. Let II = {n”‘}. It immediately follows that 67 is suffix closed, fusion closed 
and limit closed. 7 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. El 
4. Discussion 
Suffix closure is the only restriction placed on a set of paths (and used in obtaining 
technical results) by Lamport in [6] with the informal motivation that 
**the future behavior (of a process) depends only upon the 
current state, and not upon how that state was reached”. 
(*I 
) Iowcf*er, the formal notion of suffix closure is not quite strong enough to guarantee 
that I *I is satisfied. To see this, consider the path set 
Irl Wtc h the next state is 
1 i I c if the previous state was (1, 
f ii I d if the previous state was 0, and 
l iii I cither c or pi if h is the initial state of the path. 
Thus, both fusion closure and suffix closure are needed to meet ( * ). Fusion closure 
ckriws from the notion of the fusion produc. of two paths described in [ 101 and 
V]. cThc fusion product of !s,,, . . . , .Q ) and (.Q,, .sk I I, . . .I is (so, .sI, .x2, . . .I.) Note 
that in [ IO] and 151 which arc ‘ex~~~gencous’ logics,’ there are no constraints on the 
\t’ts of paths that determine the semantics of atomic programs: fusion product is 
merely a device used in defining the semantics of composite programs. The concept 
of limit closure appears in [l] (where the terminology used is a *closed process’!. 
The notion of R-generablc occurs in a number of logics (cf. [7, 2, ,711. The 
rquirtmcnt that 11 he R-gencrahlc naturally corresponds to execution under the 
walwst scheduling criterion which guarantees that some process make some 
ix-wrest: purc nondeternlinistic sclwduling. The next state relation R is dcfintxl in I_ 
M-m3 of arbitraril>, choosing a11 cnahld prowss :ind cstxuting one step 0f that 
I31 OCCCS. 
Which constrairlt or corntk~tion of constraints yields the most desirable undcr- 
I\ irlg smiant its for a x~nporal logic’.’ ‘l’hc answ~-, of course. depends upon the 
irltt.lldecf application of the logic. Note that there arc’ applic;ttions in which it ~vould 
nl:ikC wnsc to violate certain constraints. For example. if the states referenced t,> 
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the logic contain information about the data values stored in a process but no 
control information about a process, then the future behavior of a program may 
very well depend on its past behavior and not just its current state. In this case it 
would make sense to allow an underlying semantics in which a set of paths IZ 
(which would really be a sequence of data values) violated the suffix closure and/or 
fusion closure constraints. It might also make sense to allow the limit closure 
constraint o be vioitited when discussing programs executing under fair scileduling: 
Let b denote a state which results from execution of procpss 1 and c denote a state 
which results from execution of process 2. Then each pati, represented by (b +c *)O’ 
is a fair path along which both processes execute infinitely often. If {(b ‘c ‘)“} c I7 
and I7 is limit closed, then the unfair path 6” E Z7. 
Nonetheless, there are some advantages to requiring that U be R-gencrable. 
One might think that the fewer the restrictions on I7 the better, because the logic 
would be more general. However, the fewer the restrictions on Z7, the fewer the 
formulae that will be valid statements of the logic. The more general logic would 
thus be a weaker logic which might not allow the use of some very natural and 
plausible principles of tempcral reasoning. Indeed, each constraint is necessary for 
ensuring that certain formulae are valid.’ For example, suffix closure ic necessary 
to ensure the validity of -1~ A EFp +EXEFp, fusion closure is necessarlr to ensure 
the validity of EFEFp 3 EFp, and limit closure is necessary to ensure the validity 
of p 4 AGE@ 3 EGp. In any R-generable structure, all of these iormulae arc 
valid, and we can thus use a correspondingly stronger logic. 
Finally, we point out that requiring /7 to be R-generable does not necessarily 
prevent us from talking about a subset L!’ c 17 that is not R -generable. For example, 
WL’ can take II to be the (R-generable) set of all computation paths corresponding 
to the pure nondeterministic scheduling of two concurrent processes. Then we can 
still talk about the processes executing under fair scheduling by using appropriate 
specification formulae of the logic to restrict our attention to the set n’ of fair 
computation paths. To see how this can be done, let atomic proposition B be true 
of exactly those ctates which result from execution of process 1 and let C’ be true 
of exactly those states which result from execution of process 2. Then if we let 
F-AIK abbreviate the formula GFB A GFC (“always sometimes B and always some- 
times C”), we see that FNK captures the notion of 3 fair path where both processes 
1 and 2 cxccutc infinitely often. To discuss some correctness ptoperty of a process 
whcrc we restrict our attention to fair executions, wc can now write an assertion 
of the form 
A [F.WR =:, Correctness Property] 
.‘ It is not possible to gi\e an cxac‘t characttzrizatwn of thtz constraints on II using axioms since the 
constraints art‘ dcfincd dirtxtly in terms ot states whcrraq formulae rcfcrcncc atomic propositions and 
net the states themsel\,cs. Rut it is poAble to exhibit formulae which hold at all states of all models 
mwting the constraint, and which do not hold in some models violating the constraint. in this wnsc. 
the ctwstraint is nt’ct’~car~ for ensuring that the formula i\ valid. 
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meaning that “for every computation path of the process, if the path is fair then 
the correctness property holds along the path” (cf. [3,9]). This approach allows 
substalntially greater flexibility than building in the fairness requirements into the 
underlying semantics (b:, taking /‘I to be exactly the set 0:. all fair computation 
paths) because we can still talk about processes executing under pure nondetermin- 
km if desired (by dropping the fairness requirement from the assertlon). We expect 
that, for most applications, if we have reason to restrict our attention to a subset 
II’2 I7 that is not R -generable, then the members of [I’ should be similarly 
specifiable by formulae of the logic. 
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